
Abraxas 

The Second Preparation 

of the Hermetic Caduceus 

I told you the first secret of the Great Work: "Create image and stare at it. In the darkness, get used to 

seeing with an invisible light" Then, with the practice of the mirror, I told you how you can entirely 

detach the sense of sight from the physical world and external space and actualize it in the ethereal 

light. 

This is the beginning. The perfection of this starting point, which is available to the adepts
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, 

consists in knowing during the day as you are awake, how to see and not to see at the same time—to see 

in the invisible light and to not see in the visible. 

Be aware, however, that our goal is not the passive ecstasy of one who only sees and perceives the 

manifestations, but rather the capacity to direct them and to project on them his own strength, to create 

them and to destroy them by provoking corresponding effects in the physical world and on the beings 

inhabiting it. 

This is the second phase of the Opus magicum. The name we give it is: the second preparation of the 

Hermetic Caduceus. 

Every magical realization implies an active, dry, and fixed principle that acts sympathetically on a passive, 

humid, and volatile principle: that is, a "projection" in the vehicle of a clothing of sulfurous fire, also 

known as breath and burning water. First of all one needs to prepare with the Art these two elements or 

principles in our hermetically sealed "philosophical vessel." 

Let me remind you what "hermetic sealing" means: the guard at the doors of the senses—and: 

Silence. Initiatory silence does not consist  merely in  not talking (not even with yourself), but also in 

not hearing and in not reading. Detach yourself mentally from your surroundings, by realizing that 

nothing can or may be allowed to disturb you: "The unrighteous will not succeed in affecting my 

equilibrium." 

When magi claim that the "vessel" must be made of pure crystal and very strong, they are pointing 

out that in your consciousness, or "laboratory," in addition to constant tenacity, everything must be 

transparent. You need to be able to see clearly and objectively within yourself, as if under the light of 

the sun, and also to realize the absolute impossibility of being insincere with yourself. 

The masculine active principle is still our Gold 0, but it is exalted, freed, and fixed. 

Remember the first preparation of this principle. it is a soothing, unifying, and dominating of the 

mind; it is the calm, energetic being superior to yourself; it is the nucleus that in the intoxicating atmo-

sphere of the "Soul of the earth" knows how to resist passion by remaining steady in the impure 

impetus of the "waters." Eliphas Levi  said that the magus thinks and wills; he does not love anything 

for the sake of desire, and does not reject anything out of passion. The word "passion" designates a 

passive state, whereas the magus is always active and victorious. A magus in love, or a jealous or lazy 

magus, is a contradiction in terms. The most difficult part is to attain this realization, since when the 

magus has created himself, the Great Work is virtually completed in its essential principle. The "Great 
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 This achievement requires the connection that in an ordinary person rigidly connects the subtle body to the 

physical body, to become unstable (this amounts to saying: it requires a certain extinction of desire as a power cf 

identification). Then the will can intervene directly and produce with an inner act the isolation of the subtle 

body, thus neutralizing all the physical perceptions arid seeing only with the inner sight. 



Magical Agent," the natural mediator of human omnipotence, cannot be enslaved and directed by 

anything other than a superior  principle, which is an independent will. 

Kremmerz adds: create a state of perfect neutrality, or positive indifference through a complete 

equilibrium in yourself. Become superior to both good. and evil, since your continous equilibrium and 

the power to develop all subtle forces and to use them as you please depend on your neutrality toward 

both. 

In regard to the "second preparation" of our Gold, you can attain it in a regular way through 

consecration or investiture, namely through the aid of philosophical vinegare and corrosive waters, as long 

as you know how to resist them. I must tell you, though, that under certain special conditions, you may 

perform it even through cruelty and suffering. 

Dispassionately inflict an extreme physical pain on yourself and endure it for a number of minutes: 

stand up to it, and then grow stronger— until you have the power to silence it. 

Do violence to yourself. Do not do what you like, but what costs you: on principle, always take the 

path of greatest resistance. Shift the natural pleasure for this or that object to the pleasure of "having 

wanted." In conformity with an ancient formula of our Tradition, according to which in order to 

"dissolve" a "metal" it is necessary to make it red-hot and then immerse it in water, excite, exasperate 

an instinct, an impulse, a desire, and then, abruptly, when its fulfillment is at hand, suspend it. At that 

point the supersensible "eye" will see flashes come out of the lower centers arid run snakelike toward 

the higher centers of the head, which by absorbing the former's strength begins to shine with a 

formidable light. This virtue of theirs is powerful and dry; it is the golden virtue of absolute command 

and of the absolute conception in magical realizations. 

Enough said about the preparation of Gold. Now i will deal with the second principle, namely with 

the astral force or the fluidic being itself. According to the importance of the operations, the magi act 

through the fluidic being of their body—or through the fluidic being of a magical chain—or through 

the fluidic being that is a Spirit of the demerits, a cosmic Power (angels, genii). They also utilize the 

procedures of sexual magic. For now, pay attention to everything that concerns the operations of the 

first type; if you understand them, you will understand the principle of the others as well. 

The magical act is one of concrete fluidification of the will, or an immaculate, androgynous 

conception in which the fluidic force operates as feminine principle in the creative realization under the 

inspiring and masculine action of the solar principle. You have already been told about the sense of the 

fluidic body and how, in the first preparation of the Caduceus, it is extracted from the physical body. 

But just as in the second phase of t operation an exaltation of Gold is required, such that it will absorb 

the  stronger and drier virtues of the "Iron of the Wise," likewise, For the fluidic phase what is required 

is a second regimen called “ignification of the astral light” 

The fluidic body at the first stage is ; distilled water, also called “matter in the white state" or 

"washed" matter. Cesare della Riviera (il mondo magico degli Heroi, Milan, 1506, p. 56) called it 

“most limpid water, lying immobile in its clean and clear vessel." It is an immaterial, bright, calm, 

suspended, and still sensation, which is extracted through the immersion of consciousness in that 

which, sub specie interioritatis, corresponds to the nervous system. But now you must strive for a deeper 

magical linking with the physical body, pushing consciousness downward until it becomes amalgamated 

with the bloodstream - this is  how you will obtain the fluidic � as "matter in the red state," This is the 

"water of life," burning water or sulfuric water, since it "really burns both visibly and invisibly, actively 

and passively.' It is magnesius Magnensis in the explanation given by the "Great Book of Nature" (ltalian 

ed, "Atanor," p. 117) of "philosophical powder or projection made with human blood," and tinctura 

microcosmi magistere in the explanation given by the same book (p. 120) of "human blood employed 



to make a lamp of life."  

It is Auri aura, like that gentle wind that, according to Hermes' "Emerald Tablet," carries the 

"heroic stone" in its belly. It is the "virgin's milk" that nourishes the conceived solar and divine seed, 

which is intact, hidden, not acting, at the center of the center; through it, as the universal menstruum or 

solvent according to its igneous virtue, the magical or "heroic" art is actualized. 

The "ignification" or rubedo consists in awakening in �—or immersing in � the 

inner fire or sulfur D that resides in the heart. With this operation �. which is 

the passive and feminine Mercury, the light of the Moon and chaste nudity of 

Diana, is transformed into U which is active and creative Mercury As we recall 

that  sulfur D is composed of � and + this Mercury carries with it not only +, 

namely the consecration of equilibrium and neutrality of our first Gold, but also 

�, that is, the ascending force the igneous and taurine power, the energy of 

animation and growth that is represented, in the symbol, by the male � of the 

higher part of � replacing the lunar  of �; this power, astrologically speaking, 

corresponds to �, namely to Sagittarius, which is the being of projections. 

Proceding from symbolism to practice, you must take up the ritual that I.s to the sense of the 'subtle 

body" previously explained. For a further step, you must choose between two paths which correspond 

to solar magic and to Isiac magic. In Isiac magic the fluidic body that produces the realization, by 

covering as a "vesture of power" and an "astral whirlwind," the idea or the command posited by the 

positive center 0, is ignified by the wild, turbid force of a passion burning with desire: it is a demon 

who acts and turns it into a flame—of hatred, lust, or destruction. In solar or high magic, what is at 

work is a clean and superhuman science. With an enlightened and calm firmness, after assuming the. 

fluidic state, you are instructed to shift to your heart through the ritual that others have already 

explained, following a ritual evocation of fire. You are also told to fix yourself there, and through 

visualization to ignite and grow a flame in it, into which you will be absorbed.° 

The 'transformation" that will ensue—from an inner, luminous state you shift to a state of diffuse 

active heat—is the knowledge of U. 

 Then the composition of the second element, or the "androgynous fire," is completed. 

As with �, let your consciousness fix this state. Then let it go, but evoke it several times more until 

you feel it in your power to awaken it at will. Then learn to moderate its ardor in a gentle, slow, 

tempered, and continuous way, so that the superfluous humidity of Water may naturally and bin- 

perceptibly dry up, and the flame go up and down in the Mercury that has been properly cooked. 

Everything depends on the 'regimen of fire," according to Philalethees (Le filet d'Ariadne, Paris, 1695, 
I
).

 

75). He adds that "without fire, the matter (= �) is useless and the philosophical mercury remains a 

chimera living only in the imagination." Kremmerz equally claims that the "initiate is not such if he 

does -not control the power to nourish in himself a center of astral activity that can be turned on at will 

in his inner fluidic body." 

At this point the conditions for any magical realization are virtually present The magical act is the 

conception of a lightning-flash, a swift operation in which the mental power 0 fixes the command or the 

conception of the goal and unleashes against it the ignified fluidic force U.  

This is called Projection.  In weaker people, the acting will is imaginative; in others ii is simply enunetative 

and declarative. 

The more the realization is perfect, the more exalted, energetic, and absolute in their respective 

virtue are the two principles joined together by Hermes' wand; the more calm, dry, lucid, icy is the 

power of 0; the more ardent, vehement; and wild is the power of Ufixed and projected by 0. It is the 



conjunction and the embrace of the two enemies on the same bed of the magical androgynous alliance: 

it is the great mystery- of the Ars Regia that cannot be communicated to any outsider. 

In any event, be aware of these two conditions: first, your being needs to be integrated—that is, one. 

What is needed is a very refined education of he body and of one's attention. Second, your will needs 

to be identified with the deep will, so that no obstacles or doubts may remain in you. Your body soul, 

and mind need to be "mortified" (mortificatio), entirely dominated and placated: they need to be pure, 

clear, malleable, obedient, lacking a will of their own. Like an expert charioteer driving a chariot 

pulled by thoroughbred horses, heading rapidly wherever he wants to go, you too must try to develop 

an analogous relationship with your mind, soul, and body.
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 When the spirit 0 is free, superior to all the 

pairs of opposites, to every influence from the environment, to every emotion, fear, or doubt, then the 

regimen of fire can develop in its fullness a magical equilibrium of fluidic forces; in this state 

conception is creation; command is instant realization, insofar as the act takes place in it outside the 

body, time, and space, as free movement  in a dimensionless spiritual space. Know that the rapidity of 

the magical act is such that it is at first impossible for the consciousness of the operator to grasp it; 

thus it manifests itself simply in the accomplished fact, and it may appear as not yours. 

Keep in mind above all that success in magic is never the result of effort, and that as soon as an 

effort is made, namely the sense of an obstacle, the action is arrested because it is brought back under 

the material conditions of incarnated beings. Magic always operates in a simple and direct way, as an 

instantaneous force or as an irresistible and subtle fragrant force. This is why Lao-tzu says that the 

virtue of Tao is "to act without acting." This is why the Hermetists talk about the Work as a "woman's 

game" or as "child's play," thus confirming the teaching of the Kabbalah, which in Arcanum XI of the 

Tarot uses as the symbol of Strength a woman who effortlessly closes and immobilizes the jaws of a 

furious lion. This is why it is improper to talk about "will" in magic, because will as conceived by 

men is characterized by tension, violence, rigidity, or exactly the opposite features favorable to 

magical realizations. One needs to feel superior, not limited by obstacles, powerful and ready in spirit, 

dwelling in a state of perfect justice. This is the necessary basis for the calm, determined placingof the 

image, which is accurately defined in ail its parts, in the mental light  that needs to be ignified and 

gradually exalted until you reach the state of   sympathy. It is in this state, as a pure act of spirit, that 

the sudden flash of "projection" needs to occur. 

     The magical equilibrium of all the conditions is an instant that you   must be able to grasp 

without delay or fear. In the operations focused on natural things, the astrological conditions, the 

ceremony, the weather, the  time, the hour, the place, the formulas, the gestures, the perfumes, and all 

the other elements that need to be scrupulously observed should create an analogous connection of 

equilibrium and sympathy of invisible human  and natural forces, which, being seized and fixed by 

the will, make it magically and irresistibly operative. 

      I do not think that until now you have been told about things of our Art in a more clear and 

precise way. If you know today how to understand all this in your spirit, and if this is your destiny, 

the winged shoes of Hermes are yours for the "marvelous adventure." 
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 In the case of Isiac magic, the state of unity is already present due to the fact that a single passion has entirely mastered one's 

whole being 


